Bagged camaro

If you've ever seen a Chevy classic car and wondered what its original specifications were,
there's one way to find out for certain: examine the VIN plate and the trim tag. These two pieces
of metal were riveted onto the body of all Tri-Five Chevy vehicles , and each provides some
valuable information on the way they looked when they left the GM assembly line back in the s.
Read on to learn how to use our Chevy VIN decoder and trim tag decoder to find out more about
your own ' Chevy, or one you're thinking about buying and restoring. Just look on the left front
door hinge pillar post for a VIN plate that resembles the graphic above, and use the information
below to decode it. B: Series and Model The second letter in the V. Each Series received a
unique letter. C: Model Year The first set of numbers in the V. D: Assembly Plant The final letter
of the V. Between , ten primary assembly plants manufactured passenger cars. E: Production
Number The production number sequence represents the basic serial number given at the
assembly plant. Each plant used their own unique sequence numbers. The trim tag , also known
as the cowl tag, is attached to the right hand side of the cowl panel under the hood. The last two
numbers represent the bodywork style of the vehicle. A detailed list can be found below. Note:
Up to two letters can also be found after the four numbers. Example: DF can be identified as a
Bel Air 4 door wagon. C: Assembly Plant Code The assembly plant code is a combination of two
codes, a letter representing the assembly plant location and a sequence number. The list below
details the letter code. D: Interior Trim Code This three digit number represents the interior
color and materials for a given vehicle. Codes and patterns are different for each year, but color
combinations may cross over. Click here for a list of Chevy interior trim codes. E: Paint Color
Code The paint color code represented in three numbers the exterior paint colors and their
locations on the vehicle. Two-tone paint schemes were available from and because of this,
separate codes were offered for each color combination. From , a letter would sometimes follow
the three digit code. Click here for a list of all Tri Five Chevy color codes. F: Vehicle Options If a
particular vehicle was to be built with optional equipment, the codes for these extras would be
stamped below the exterior paint color code. However, even vehicles with options sometimes
did not have a stamping on the cowl tag. Minor options were not indicated on the cowl tag.
Major options, such as a partial list below, were included. Now that you've used our Chevy VIN
decoder and trim tag decoder to determine your car's original specifications, you may be
looking for restoration parts. Classic Industries has everything you'll need to get your classic
Tri-Five running smoothly and looking brand-new again. We also have a wide selection of
performance parts, accessories, and maintenance items. Click the button below for a free
full-color Tri-Five Chevy parts catalog. Recognized as the undisputed leader of the Restoration
Parts industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and respected distributors of
reproduction, performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and accessories in the industry.
Located in Huntington Beach, California, Classic Industries has provided over 1,, customers
with parts and accessories they've needed to restore their vehicles for over four decades.
Catalogs Coming Soon! Search Our Articles Search. A little about Classic Recognized as the
undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and
respected distributors of reproduction, performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and
accessories in the industry. Subscribe to Email Updates. Recent Posts. Skip to main content.
Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Seller's other items. Sell one like this. Related
sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item that has been used previously. See all condition
definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. This is the Perfect
Impala where all the hard work is done and ready to cruise this summer as is rat rod style with 6
months rego or you can finish it with you own taste on color. New slam bags all round with new
shocks, all new air lines, twin air compressors and tank. Car has been on a rotisserie and all
rust has been cut out the whole car and underbody all rhino lined. Back to home page Return to
top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Seller: zimbouki Seller's other
items. Used: An item that has been used previously. Rebuilt chev small block. Rebuilt 2spd
power glide. New shift linkage kit. New power steering pump. New engine bay wiring. New dizzy
ignition system and leads. New radiator and hoses. New Gilmer drive pulleys. Fully rebuilt
Holley double pump carb. Holley mechanical fuel pump. Trans cooler. All new braided oil and
fuel lines throughout whole car. New fuel tank. New ram cast headers. Full new exhaust with
hookers mufflers. New front disc brake conversion. New front control arm bushes and ball
joints. New booster and master cylinder. Factory red vinyl interior. No it doesn't have front tubs
due to 20" wheels and bagged to drive low. The Mopar A, B, and E-body platforms of the s and s
include many legends of the muscle car era. It's no surprise that popular models such as the
Charger , Challenger, 'Cuda , and Road Runner are highly desirable today. We've developed a
wide selection of restoration parts for Mopar vehicles , and this process has helped us gain
some insight into the original release of these classic muscle cars. Today, we'll take a look back

at Mopar history and examine the estimated production numbers, determining the approximate
number of A, B, and E-body Dodge and Plymouth vehicles built each year between and Exact
production figures for every year, make, and model were not made public, so these numbers
have been estimated. The A-body spanned the entire time frame from , and served as the basis
for compact models that balanced fun and practicality, such as the Plymouth Valiant and Dodge
Dart. However, as development of this platform continued, it also served as a host for more
muscular vehicles â€” the first-generation Plymouth Barracuda and the Dodge Demon, for
example. Stepping up in size from the compact A-body, the B-body included a wide range of
models, from sensible sedans to high-performance muscle cars. The table below lists
production numbers for Mopar vehicles. Last but most certainly not least, the E-body coupe
platform only lasted four years, but it made a huge impact on Mopar fans and the industry as a
whole. We offer a huge selection of replacement parts and accessories, as well as performance
upgrades and other related items. Click the button below to get a free full-color Mopar
restoration parts catalog. Recognized as the undisputed leader of the Restoration Parts
industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and respected distributors of reproduction,
performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and accessories in the industry. Located in
Huntington Beach, California, Classic Industries has provided over 1,, customers with parts and
accessories they've needed to restore their vehicles for over four decades. Catalogs Coming
Soon! Search Our Articles Search. A little about Classic Recognized as the undisputed leader of
the Restoration Parts industry, Classic Industries is one of the largest and respected
distributors of reproduction, performance and original GM and MOPAR parts and accessories in
the industry. Subscribe to Email Updates. Recent Posts. Make Chevrolet. Model Camaro.
Original car from WA state, will include the original title. Rust free car. PS, PB, tilt. Has rebuilt
GM carb, rebuilt GM alternator, new lower power steering hose. Car still has the original GM
exhaust Small peel on drivers seat, small ding on drivers door. Buyer is responsible for
shipping. We reserve the right to cancel listing at any time, as the car is listed locally. Please
contact us for additional picture. Thanks for looking. This is a Z Camaro that I have been
restoring for several years and am being forced to sell due to life's circumstances. I got this car
from West Texas, it had been in that very dry climate it's entire life and the body shows it. When
I bought it, it was basically just a shell, no interior or engine or transmission. Other than that I
know nothing about the history of this car. I can get you more and better pictures. Just contact
me. Here is a list of everything I have done on the car and everything I have for it: - I put the
body on a rotisserie and sandblasted and cleaned the entire undercarriage and firewall. There
was a spot in the trunk where water had sat, I cut that metal out and welded a patch from a
donor car, grinned the welds flat and sealed it. Dash parts, rope steering wheel. The main pieces
I can think that are missing are the dash pad, the headliner, carpet, door panels, and console. It
has been bored out to. It comes with a set of machined heads. I can't remember the number on
the heads but they are a very good set. I will get that info and add it to this ad. I have a
machined and balanced crank cut to. I have several original aluminum low profile intake
manifolds as well as a few after market ones that you can chose from. As you can see, I have
done a huge amount of work and this car is in immaculate condition. I have gone through lots of
parts cars to get some of these parts. It is really ready to have someone with some cash and
time and space to finish out right. The car is in the exact condition and state of disassembly as
you see it in the pictures. I am sure I forgot lots of things, so please contact me with any
questions. The car is in Tulsa, Oklahoma. I would prefer you pick the car up, however, I could
deliver it for a fee within a few hours of here. Please don't lowball me because although I "have"
to sell, I don't HAVE to sell and I obviously know what it is worth and could be and will be worth
over time. I will get the VIN and cowl tag info. I don't believe this is an original Z, just a clone.
Show condition as is. Runs great. Numbers matching engine, Tranny and rear end. Build sheet
No rust or body work. Very nice paint for orginal. Call Howard at if you have any questions. It is
a true z28 body plate confirms looks to be all original other than the edlbrok carb runs and
drives great 4 speed auto. The issues are not to bad belts are old not sure if ac works because
belt is gone but clutch is free, typical bondo spots in quaters that need redone, straight piped
atm, doors could use new bushings, paint job is rattle canned, interior needs a little work but
seats look great and needs a new windshield and windshield trim. Recently restored, straight
solid body and floors, professionally rebuilt like new , shift kit, positraction, brand new racing
rear end, power steering, interior in great shape, car is fast. Original brown with Tan Int. This is
a Camaro project car. I have done a huge amount of work to the car already. The body is near
perfect and ready for paint. It's been primed and sealed with high quality Sherwin Williams paint
and the underside has been stripped, prepped, and sealed with gloss black POR I have a HUGE
amount of parts that go with the car, as well as a machined and ready to build block with
performance heads straight from the machine shop, as well as a crank, piston rods and a whole

bunch of other stuff. There's a whole bunch of awesome parts including new nose cone, perfect
Z fenders, flares, a great set of the 5 spoke Z wheels powder coated black, a 3. The subframe
and all suspension in the front and rear are new, all brand new bushings, etc. There is really no
way for me to list everything I have done to the car or everything that is there. If you have a
question about anything in particular, just send me a message and I can call you or get you
whatever information you might need. The car is in an indoor storage and is taken apart just the
way you see it in the pictures, so you will have to plan for that when you pick it up or have it
shipped. I can help with the loading or could deliver for a fee. This car has already had all the
messy, hard work of restoration done. It just needs someone to finish it out. I just no longer
have the time. I am sure it is worth much more than I am asking, I just need it gone. Backed up
with a 4 11 posi rear 3 speed automatic transmission with shift kit and Transpac. This car will
literally smoke the tires through all three gears until you let off the gas. To go along with the
blower there is also a brand new dual feed Holley carburetor. This car was originally equipped
with air conditioning cruise control power door locks. Car has a 6 inch cow induction hood. I
don't want there to be any surprises when your car arrives thank you very much Kroney resto
Warranty InformationThis vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed
written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity,
genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance
or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any
descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed
as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the
vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based
upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose
any known defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale.
Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the
vehicle. Terms and Conditions TbaSee our other listings Disclaimer: This auction is a legally
binding contract to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I
have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and
further inspect the car before the end of the auction. I don't want there to be any surprises when
your car arrives thank you very much Kroney restoThis vehicle is being sold as is, where is with
no warranty, expressed written or implied. Tba This auction is a legally binding contract to buy
this vehicle. This arrangement constitutes the entire agreement between you and the seller with
respect to this auction and it supersedes all prior contemporaneous and Communications and
proposals whether electronic oral or written seller reserves the right to change these terms
conditions and terms without notice any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved by
seller Reply Forward Forward Edit subject Pop out reply To nnm CcBcc Cc Bcc nnm. Vehicle is
for sale locally and auction may end at any time without notice to ebay. We do encourage all
bidders to call before bidding to answer any questions and check availability. If you need the
vehicle shipped please call for rates. All vehicles must be paid in full before shipping. Vehicle is
sold as-is. We encourage that buyers inspect vehicle or arrange appraiser to come to our
dealership and inspect vehicle. In those cases when registering the vehicle in your state you
will receive a credit from what was paid at time of purchase. We only accept paypal for deposit
due to paypal fees. Don't get fooled by low bids, the real buyers are calling and making offers.
Showdown Motors Inc. The entire risk as to the originality and the inspection of this vehicle
before purchase is up to the Buyer. This will include any errors made in the description, color,
price, or equipment listed for all being advertised for sale by Showdown Motors Inc. All prices
listed on this website are discounted cash price. All sales are final so please feel free to do a
pre-buy inspection. Placing a Bid: Your bid constitutes a legally binding contract to purchase
this vehicle. Please do not bid if you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase
this vehicle. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or end the auction early if necessary.
Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid. If you place a bid before the last hour
period of the auction, you will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last hour period of
the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction, you will be allowed to
retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour after placing
the bid. All shipping charges are buyer's responsibility. We assume no responsibility for
damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. We are not affiliated with any carrier.
The amount of time it takes for delivery is dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from
the date the vehicle is picked up from our facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify
with the shipper for an Estimate Time of Arrival to be sure. If you plan to have a buyers
inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection
fees if any are Buyers responsibility. Representations and Warranties made by seller:This
vehicle is being sold "as is". Manufacturers warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may

be available. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any representations
or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration fees: All buyers are
responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title service fees in the state that
the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full in order for vehicle to be
titled and registered. The first step to protecting yourself against buying used cars with costly
hidden problems. WarrantyThis vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty,
expressed written or implied. Denny Dotson is a retired Chevrolet-Chrysler Dealer with 35 years
in the business. Lyle Dotson is the experienced buyer for the dealership, specializing in highline
and "hard to find" sports and performance cars. We hand pick every vehicle we offer for sale.
Payment: Items will not be available for pickup or shipping until full payment is received and
cleared by our local bank. Buyer has 7 days to pay. Warranty: Equipment is covered by
manufacturers warranty only. Financing: We offer financing Availability: We reserve the right to
remove this listing due to on-site sales. See our other listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a
legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. The 4SP manual transmission cars will be the most
valuable. This 78 Z is a high quality driver. Between a 2 and a 3 according to Hagerty values. It is
an authentic Z Powered by a crate 4bolt Good Wrench motor making hp. Aluminum intake,
Sanderson headers, Pro Flow exhaust, Edelbrock CFM carb, double roller timing, small
performance cam, upgraded lifters, Posi-traction rear end, coil over shocks, new weather
stripping, Iconic black Matted moldings, and original re-stored Z28 wheels. Has been
meticulously maintained with new brakes, wheel cylinders, brake booster, brake lines, and new
tires. This car gets tons of attention.
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Please have a look through all of the detailed pictures or come by is person and have a look.
Cool car. VIN l8l Rust free and exceptional. Miles are shown to be not actual. This vehicle is
being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or implied. We are experienced in
the Automotive Sales Industry. For sale 78 Z28 Camaro 4 Speed 3. Excellent like new conditionMeticulously maintained- All original- Matching numbers- No rust or bondo- Garage kept- Chevy
V8- 4 Speed manual transmission- HP to the rear wheels- Lb ft of torque- Loaded- Full financing
nationwide shipping and extended warranties available. Brooklyn, NY. Dallas, OR. North
Kingstown, RI. Sacramento, CA. Fitzwilliam, NH. South Milwaukee, WI. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert
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